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Grand Copthorne Waterfront (GCW)  
 

With evolving customer demands, the Grand Copthorne Waterfront Hotel continues to innovate and transform 

to capture, especially having Tech-savvy and eco-conscious travelers in mind, and meet the changing guest 

expectations to remain relevant and competitive in the market. 
 

Designed by StudioNorm, the hotel started an extensive upgrading and renovation works since October 2022 

and now we are ready to unveil our contemporary, modern and spacious designed 548-guestrooms that come 

with floor-to-ceiling windows offering city or river views with an added new features and enhanced products as 

we aim to reduce frictions and improve guest experiences.  
 

‘SmartRoom’ Guest Rooms 

Grand Copthorne Waterfront Hotel eliminates plastic hotel key cards and go green by converting to 

environmentally friendly bamboo key cards which are durable and reduces the carbon footprint by 50%, reusable 

and recyclable, the keycards are also biodegradable in natural environment.  

Guests no longer need to insert key-card into the energy savings slot when entering guestroom for lighting and 

power.  
 

Our SmartRoom control allows energy savings in many different conditions as the system is able to determine 

real-time presence when guest is in the room.  The motion sensor will activate the aircon to the preferred setting 

and automatically cuts off when the guest leaves the room.   

Smart TVs (IPTV) are also available for all rooms where hotel information, replacing the traditional compendium, 

guests can access in-room dining menus and amenities requests can be made via QRCode. 
 

Mobile Wireless Charging points are available for all guest rooms without the need for cables and chargers.           

In our efforts to bring sustainability a step closer to everyone and switching to an ecofriendly consciousness, 

we’ve installed water filtration system in all our guestrooms so that our guests are able to enjoy in-room purified 

and fresh water from our filtered water tap and at the same time, reduce water and plastic waste.  
 

We pamper our guests with little luxury by providing world-famous French Designer, Christian Lacroix’s 

Amenity Inspiration line of bath amenities’ dispensers, mounted on the bathroom walls, that includes shampoo, 

body & hand instead of mini amenities’ bottles to reduce plastic waste. 
 

The Christian Lacroix brand cultivates a heritage of unparalleled elegance that conveys a rich attention to detail 

and a sumptuousness of style. Developed with only the highest quality ingredients, these beautifully designed 

bath amenities showcase the iconic Christian Lacroix “Incarnation” pattern and the unique fragrance 

“Eygalières,” which offers notes of fig and lemon found in orchards in the Provence region of France. 
 

In line with global environmental vision and to remain as a sustainable hotel, Grand Copthorne Waterfront 

Hotel installed water closet in all guestrooms’ bathroom with eco-washer toilet seat to allow guests to cleanse 

in the utmost comfort and eliminate unnecessary splashes during washing and keeping the bathroom clean and 

always dry.  
     

Function Room  

Our newly renovated Ballrooms and function rooms are equipped with energy saving LED lightings and also 

use more efficient and energy saving air conditioning system.  Offering a seamless event experience for event 

planners, our audio visual system includes the high resolution built in LED Walls and Laser projectors, giving 

you the best in presentation clarity.  Staying connected is key for every busy executive, enjoy complimentary 

Wi-Fi connectivity throughout the hotel premises.  Our renovated products offers guests and delegates alike an 

elevated experience, renown in the Millennium brand. 


